YPAB Dampers towards a stronger future.
The needs of reliable, robust, affordable and delivery‐proof flue gas dampers are very high in
the market. We have now therefore ensured the sales and production capacity of YPAB dampers
to meet this demand in the future.
This will be realized in the newly formed company, Yrjas Dampers AB. The company has been
running for a while and the production is carried out under the direction of Hamek Verkstad AB,
which is also a partner in the new company. This provides increased marketing efforts together
with a greatly enhanced production capacity of YPAB dampers.
Yrjas Dampers AB will exclusively engage in product development, sales, construction and
handling of all types of documentation regarding all YPAB dampers deliveries.
Hamek Verkstad AB and its owner Hans Persson have been stationed for a few years in the
same property as Yrjas Dampers AB. They will with their many years of experience in high‐
quality workshop production, as with their own laser machine and complete machine workshop,
deliver a very high quality of our YPAB dampers in the future.
As a guarantor in the company for the 32 year product knowledge of YPAB dampers
is, Kåre Yrjas, one of its originators and product developers, ever since its inception in 1986.
A new experienced and quality‐proof manufacturer along with a long and solid product know‐
how, Yrjas Dampers is now enabled to continue to guarantee quality and reliability for all
customers who request flue gas dampers. YPAB damper is available for all environments,
ranging from clean air to very dusty gases combined with low and very high temperatures.
The brand YPAB, which is synonymous with the world's best flue gas dampers, will always
remain and will be on the market for the foreseeable future as a guarantee for safe and
environment‐friendly regulation of air and flue gases.
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